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I’m incredibly passionate about empowering people to recognize their 
worth and be kind to others. I’ve been a youth group leader to middle 
school girls, which has given me the opportunity to listen, relate to 
their stories, and share advice and guidance. With social isolation, 
content overload, filters & Facetune, and an ever-increasing pressure 
to grow up even faster, it’s so important for youth to have a safe 
community where they feel accepted for who they are. 
 

• I’m highly skilled in the Adobe Creative Suite. In high school, 
the newsletter club was my outlet, and where I learned to write 
and edit in AP style. Prospecting and outreach are areas I excel 
in. I’ve created a list of 50 young activists/youth-founded 
organizations. To demonstrate these skills, I’ve compiled a few 
samples of various projects that speak to this position - 
savphotoandfilm.com/channelkindness 

 
• I thrive in fast-paced environments like weddings and startups. 

I’m a self-starter and created a photo & video business out of a 
love for connection and storytelling. Whether I’m juggling 
multiple editing projects, managing outsourced work, or 
reaching out to hundreds of prospects daily, I stay organized 
and stick to deadlines. 
 

• I’m an INFJ, a CliftonStrengths Relationship Builder, and an 
Enneagram 2. Building deep connections with others has 
always come naturally to me. I’m highly self-motivated by 
nature, but there’s also a huge part of my creative process that 
only collaboration and shared goals can unleash. 

 

I would love to be a part of this organization. I’m so inspired by 
Channel Kindness' approach to sharing stories, mental health activism, 
and making kindness cool! The BTW Foundation perfectly aligns with 
my personal definition of kindness - selfless displays of love and 
generosity. I feel called to this position and I’m excited to share more 
on the impact I could make in this role.  
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